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About
Coworking providers, like WeWork, have CHANGED  the office. 
The arrivival of hundreds of coworking providers has shifted the 
competitive landscape for office tenants through differentiating 
office amenities, leasing fully-equipped desks or offices over 
flexible time periods. 

Even though coworking providers are a tenant type in consumer 
demand and with a lot of media hype,  

LITTLE  is known about the strategic interaction of coworking 
providers with landlords in the real estate sector!!!

Challenge

Findings
Landlords treat coworking providers as substitutes to other ten-
ants in the same building by not differentiating between them in 
effective rent dollars. BUT!  There is a calculus to being equal. Co-
working providers take systematically longer lease durations (12 
years on average). Yet, get higher tenant incentives, such as free 
rent periods and tenant improvement concessions. 



Despite all the hype around coworking, we aimed to get at how economic actors like land-
lords and coworking providers were getting along in the market place.  

We wondered did Landlords perceive coworking providers like, WeWork and numerous oth-
ers, simply as a tenant like any other, as anchors to waves of neighborhood development or 
as a financial disaster waiting to happen? 

Substitute(= rents) Anchor (- rents) Risky Bet (+ rents)

What if with all of the 
media hype, landlords 
actually saw coworking 
providers as risky and 
treated them as such?

Perhaps coworking 
played a social role, 
so what if coworking 
providers were a bene-
fit to building owners 
and landlords? 

What if landlords saw 
coworking providers just 
like any other tenant 
despite them having a 
similar role?
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WHAT
We looked at 222 coworking provider leases 
across 188 buildings in six major US markets 
(New York City, Los Angeles, Boston, San Fran-
cisco, Chicago and Seattle) with 160 unique 
building owners. 

We take coworking providers’ rent 
contracts including their effective 
rents, tenant concessions and  lease 
terms and compared them to oth-
er tenants’ contracts in the same 
building. Using Compstak data, we 
have a combined dataset of some 4, 
201 effective rent  (222 coworking 
provider and 3,979 within building 
tenant control) leases over the 2011 
to 2018 period across these markets.
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rent Differential
from other tenants

+0.00%
Coworking paYs

Stat Results

rent Differential
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WeWork
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We had a look at the 41 WeWork effective rent 
contracts and compared them to non-cowork-
ing providers in the same building. From our sta-
tistical analysis we learned that WeWork statisti-
cally and economically has a zero effective rent 
differential. However, when you look deeper you 
find that WeWork receives more tenant conces-
sion compensation. 

WeWork like other cowork-
ing providers take up 12 
year or longer leases. 
Importantly, this signals 
that coworking providers 
are interested in playing 
a long-term role in the 
community. 

Forget the Hype
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WeWork not receive sys-
tematically longer rent 
free periods than oth-
er coworking providers 
(definitely more than 
traditional tenants by 
9 to 12 months).

WeWork does systematical-
ly receive higher TI’s, 
even relative to other 
coworking providers. They 
are able to compensate or 
share with the landlord 
the repositioning ex-
pense.
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